In this study we consider an idealization of a typical optical tweezers experiment involving a semiflexible double-knotted polymer, with steric hindrance and persistence length matching those of dsDNA in high salt concentration, under strong stretching. Using exhaustive Molecular Dynamics simulations we show that not only does a double-knotted dsDNA filament under tension possess a free energy minimum when the two knots are intertwined, but also that the depth of this minimum depends on the relative chirality of the two knots. We rationalize this dependence of the effective interaction on the chirality in terms of a competition between chain entropy and bending energy.
The study of physical knots in polymers is an important emerging topic in biophysics and soft matter in general. Since the original conjecture that knots should be ubiquitous in sufficiently long chains [1, 2] , later proved by Sumners and Whittington [3] , knots have been found or tied in a variety of biopolymers, from DNA [4] [5] [6] to proteins [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and even actin filaments [14] , and have been shown to have a large impact on the biological function of proteins and DNA [15, 16] . More recently, several studies have shed light on the relevance of knots also in nanotechnological applications [14, [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Physical knots appear and diffuse spontaneously along polymer chains [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , on which they acquire a metastable tightness [27] [28] [29] , and can affect structural and dynamical properties like their radius of gyration [30] [31] [32] [33] , tensile strength [14, 34] , diffusion constants [35, 36] , and translocation dynamics through a pore [19] .
Most studies up to now focused on the properties of single knots, investigating how knot occurrence probability [52, 53] , size [33, 39, 40] , and dynamical properties depend on physical characteristics of the system under study, such as polymer thickness [50, 54] , confinement [5, 6, 18, 55, 56] , stretching force [24, 26, 38, 47] , crowding and solution density [57] [58] [59] . Polymers, though, can host multiple knots. These, referred to as composite knots, are actually the most probable type of knots in the case of long polymers [3, 37] . The study of composite knots is of great interest since the presence of interactions among their prime components may alter the overall properties of the polymer. For example, knot colocalization on a stretched polymer may significantly diminish its tensile strength with respect to a chain with a series of localized, non-intertwined prime knots.
Since prime knots tied on polymers in solutions or under weak mechanical stretching are weakly localized, their length growing sublinearly with the length of the polymer [33, [38] [39] [40] 47] , when tied on the same polymer they are expected, in the thermodynamic limit of * potestio@mpip-mainz.mpg. de   FIG. 1 . Snapshots from simulations of a chain with bending rigidity κ = 20kB T containing two 31 knots of different chirality. The shortest knotted portions of isolated prime components (zoomed in the right part of the figure) are highlighted in red and grey. Yellow and orange beads, whose sizes were artificially increased for clarity, mark the beginning and end of the composite knots, respectively.
infinitely long chains, to be statistically independent. In fact, computational studies have shown that in the thermodynamic limit the characteristic exponent, relating the configurational entropy of a polymer ring to its contour length, can be written as in the case of an unknotted ring augmented by the number of knots that are present, and that the knotting probability of composite knots factorizes into that of their prime knot components [41, 42] . However, in finite-size polymers the situation can be quite different. In this case the size of knots is non-negligible and therefore they can not be mapped onto independent point-like decorations [43] . On the contrary, knots can be expected to be intertwined, so that one is inside another, and to interact with each other. Dommersnes et al. have shown that knots tied on a short unscreened charged ring become as tight as possible and maximize their relative distances along the ring [44] , while Virnau and coworkers, simulating a double-knotted stretched dsDNA chain, have shown that knots can become intertwined in a minimum free energy configuration [45] . Furthermore, a recent study by one of us [46] reported that knot size remains an important factor in freely jointed rings of up to thousands of bonds, where the probability of finding intertwined knots remains sig-nificant. These results suggest that finite size effects are relevant in most biological phenomena and nanotechnological applications involving stiff polymers such as ds-DNA, and that indeed the overall effect of knots may depend on some complex interaction between them.
To shed further light on the interactions between knots along a finite-size polymer, we consider an idealization of a typical optical tweezers experiment [38, 45, 47] in which a semiflexible double-knotted chain is stretched between two impenetrable walls, describing the effect of tweezer confinement on the terminal polystyrene beads (see Fig.  1 ). The separation of the chain termini is such that the knotted polymer is in the high-force stretching regime in which knots are strongly localized, their size showing only small fluctuations around an average size which scales solely with the applied force [38, 47] . Using exhaustive Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations of polymers containing different pairs of prime knots, we show that not only does a double-knotted dsDNA filament under tension possess a free energy minimum when the two knots are intertwined [45] , but also that the depth of this minimum depends on the relative chirality of the two knots. We show that this dependence of the effective interaction on the chirality originates from an interplay between chain entropy and bending energy, which is dominated by the latter.
The dsDNA is modeled as a chain of N = 300 beads of diameter σ connected by FENE (finitely extensible nonlinear elastic) bonds [48, 49] . A Weeks-ChandlerAnderson (WCA) potential enforces the excluded volume, and a harmonic bending energy term induces a finite persistence length. The chain is stretched along the X axis, and its termini are kept fixed in correspondence of two repulsive walls, modeled as WCA potentials, which prevent the knots from untying. The total potential energy of the system is thus:
where the WCA potential is taken as:
The WCA strength ǫ = 1k B T and the characteristic length scale σ are taken as the energy and length units, respectively. All other dimensional quantities are expressed in terms of reduced units defined through ǫ, σ and the bead unit mass m. Time is measured in the MD time units τ MD = σ m/ǫ = 1. The FENE potential reads:
where u i ≡ r i+1 − r i is the vector pointing to the bead i + 1 from bead i, and | u i | is thus the distance of the bead centers i and i + 1. The values of the maximum bond length R 0 = 1.5σ and the FENE interaction strength κ f ene = 30ǫ are the customary ones for the Kremer-Grest model [48] . The harmonic bending potential is taken in its standard form:
where κ = 20k B T is the bending stiffness of the chain, inducing a persistence length l p = 20σ. Setting σ = 2.5 nm gives us l p = 50 nm, typical of dsDNA in high monovalent salt concentrations [50] .
The potential of Eq. 1 is used to perform underdamped MD simulations in an implicit solvent with a Langevin thermostat and time step ∆t = 0.01τ MD , with the friction self-correlation time τ f rict = 10 3 τ MD . To assign a topological state to subsections of the chain, we used the Minimally Interfering Closure [51] . We define a knotted portion of the chain as the shortest segment featuring a specific knotted topology upon closure according to the Alexander polynomial [61] . With some abuse of language, we will refer to such portions as "knots" in what follows. By applying this procedure to composite knots, we are able to identify both the chain portion hosting the whole composite knot, as well as those hosting its "isolated" prime components. Following ref. [46] , we consider a prime component to be isolated when it can be excised, and its ends joined, without at the same time untying the second knot, see Fig 1. Six topologically different setups have been investigated, namely: (3
. The chirality of each prime knot has been established using the writhe, that is, the sum of the signed crossings of the knot in its reduced diagram. + and − superscripts refer to right and left handedness according to the right-hand rule convention [17, 60] . In our setup, (++) and (−−) composite knots are related by a mirror transformation; therefore, we do not attach any importance to the overall chirality of the composite knot, but only on the relative chirality of its prime components. Since no cross-passage is allowed in our simulations, the chirality of all knots is preserved during the simulations. In all setups, the termini of the chain were kept fixed at a distance of L = 205σ, corresponding to forces of about 1-4 pN at T = 300K, depending on the knot complexity, applied on both termini. At these forces, corresponding to a strong stretching regime [47] , the knot lengths show relatively small fluctuations around their average values, as reported in Table I . For each of the six topologies under examination, 40 independent simulations were performed, each consisting of an initial equilibration phase of 2 × 10 7 τ MD and a production phase of 2 × 10 9 τ MD . As a first case we investigate the 3 ) and of the whole composite knot in an intertwined configuration (labeled l comp k ). In those cases where the 41 is entwined by the 31, constituting the 8% of the intertwined configurations for this topology, the size of the 41 is 42.5 ± 3.7, and the length of the whole composite knot is 70.1 ± 3.6. We remark that the knots under investigation here are quite tight, with lengths almost half (55%) those of the knots studied in ref. [45] in the case of the 31#41 systems.
knot in. The frequency with which the trefoil enters or exits the 5 1 is 7.6 × 10 Table I show that the length of separate prime components is independent of their relative chirality for all topologies under study. This allows us to introduce a collective descriptor, or an order parameter, D, defined as the oriented distance between the knot centers. This is measured as the number of chain beads from the center of the 5 1 knot to the center of the 3 1 knot, D = c 31 − c 51 . A similar definition can be provided for the configurations in which the two knots are intertwined and the knot identification algorithm allows us to identify only one prime component, the one which has been entwined by the other knot. In those cases we identify the center of the swollen knot with the center of the whole composite knot in the expression for D [45] . Therefore, D = 0 in those configurations in which the two knots are intertwined and the innermost knot is located exactly at the center of the outermost knot. A schematic representation of this collective descriptor is provided in Fig. 2 .
By counting the relative number of MD configurations for which the knot components are separated by a given distance D we can obtain the probability distribution P (D) and, correspondingly, the free energy F (D) = −k B T ln P (D). The latter is reported for the two 3 Fig. 3a . From the profiles in Fig. 3a we observe that F (D) increases with increasing |D|, a behaviour that can be intuitively attributed to the entropic cost of placing two knots at large distance on a long, yet finite chain [43] . Consistent also with previous observations [45] , for small values of |D| we detect two barriers and two minima in the free energy, corresponding to configurations in which the two knots are intertwined. Most interestingly and unexpectedly, we observe that the depth of these minima depends on the relative chirality of the knots. When the two components have opposite chirality, the corresponding free energy minimum is ∼ 1k B T deeper than for the system in which the two chiralities are identical.
This conclusion is reinforced by simulations performed 
is the center of knot i on the chain. Here e k i and s k i stand for the last and the first bead of the i-th isolated knotted portion. k1 is always taken to be the most complex knot, in this case the 51. When the knots are intertwined, we identify the center of the swollen knot with the center of the whole composite knot, c k 1 #k 2 .
on a 3 ± 1 4 1 composite knot, where one of the knots, the 4 1 , is achiral. The free energy in this case, reported in Fig. 3b , does not depend on the chirality of the 3 1 component, as it is indeed expected since there are no other chiral entities in the setup. In the simulations the intertwined states with the 4 1 including the trefoil are the most probable, making for the 92% of observed configurations [63] .
To understand if the sole relative chirality of two knots can mark a difference in their preference to stay intertwined or to separate along a chain under tension, we consider a system composed by two otherwise identical trefoil knots. In this case we use as order parameter the absolute value of D, since when the two trefoil knots have the same chirality they become effectively indistinguish- ) can be decomposed to distinguish the cases in which the 41 intakes the 31 in and those in which the opposite happens; no substantial difference depending on the relative chirality is to be observed (data not shown).
able. The free energy profiles, Fig. 4a , corroborate that also in this case the system with two knots having opposite chiralities has a lower free energy minimum when the two components are intertwined. We note here that the presence of the two repulsive walls may impact the free energy profiles, since our parameter D does not distinguish the whether the knots are near the walls or far from them. In order to rule out possible distortions due to the interactions between knots and walls, the free energy profiles have been also computed excluding all those configurations in which the knots were separated from the wall by a distance lower than 2l p . The resulting profiles (data not shown) are perfectly consistent with the ones reported in Figs. 3 and 4 , thus validating the robustness of the observed behavior.
Further insight into the cause of this effect can be obtained by analyzing the size of the intertwined configurations. As reported in Table I , we find that for all investigated topologies the length of the composite knot in the intertwined state, l comp , does not depend on the relative chirality of the prime components. Interestingly, we observe that both for the 3 We proceed to separate the free energy F (D) in its energetic and entropic components, by first computing the average internal (potential) energy of the configurations, and subsequently obtaining the entropy through the standard relation F = E int − T S. The results, reported in Fig. 4a-c, show two interesting features. First, they con- firm that the observed increase of F with |D| when the two knots are separated is purely entropic. Secondly, and more importantly, they show that the differences we observe in the free energies of the (+−) and (++) systems originate from a complex interplay of internal energy and entropy. Specifically, the entropic contribution is higher for the (++) case but is not high enough to overcome the energetic contribution favoring the (+−) knot. The potential energy can be further decomposed into its main components: steric hindrance, bond extension, and bending energy. The data presented in Fig. 4d -e clearly show that while all other energetic contributions are similar, the bending energies of the (+−) and (++) systems differ significantly at the position of the minimum of F (D)
by the same amount, ∼ 1.5k B T . The same qualitative result holds also for the 3
topologies (data not shown). Given the observed competition between bending energy and entropy in the intertwined state, with the (+−) system showing a lower bending energy but losing more entropy than the (++) system, it is tempting to ascribe the difference in their free energy profile to a significantly different arrangement of the nested knot within the hosting knot in the two setups. However, further analyses and simulations are required to elucidate the exact mechanics underlying the chiral contribution, which is the object of an ongoing study.
Summing up, we have shown that a double knotted semiflexible polymer chain under strong stretching possesses a free energy minimum when the two knots are intertwined, showing that relatively tight knots can still pass through each other, and also that the depth of this minimum depends on the relative chirality of the two knots. In order to observe this effect, both knots must be chiral, with the knots of opposite chirality displaying a higher preference to stay intertwined. Furthermore, we showed that the major player in the chirality effect is the bending energy of the chain, which, we recall, is set to the characteristic persistence length of dsDNA.
The question then emerges, as to what are the specific features of the bending energy that would engender a chirality effect in knot interaction, and whether the stretching of the chain enters in some way as a significant constraint. If the chirality effect, described above, turns out to be robust and observable in a broad range of parameters, one can speculate further as to its importance in particular for chiral polymers such as dsDNA. 
